Identification of chemically selective displacers using parallel batch screening experiments and quantitative structure efficacy relationship models.
Parallel batch screening experiments were carried out to examine how displacer chemistry and salt counterions affect the selectivity of batch protein displacements in anion exchange chromatographic systems. The results indicate that both salt type and displacer chemistry can have a significant impact on the amount of protein displaced. Importantly, the results indicate that, by changing the displacer, salt counterion, or both, one can induce significant selectivity changes in the relative displacement of two model proteins. This indicates that highly selective separations can be developed in ion exchange systems by the appropriate selection of displacer chemistry and salt counterion. The experimental batch screening data were also used in conjunction with various molecular descriptors to generate quantitative structure efficacy relationship (QSER) models based on a support vector machine feature selection and regression tool. The models resulted in good correlations and successful predictions for an external test set of displacers. A star plot approach was shown to be a powerful tool to aid in the interpretation of the QSER models. These results indicate that this modeling approach can be employed for the a priori prediction of displacer efficacy as well as for providing insight into displacer design and the selection of proper mobile-phase conditions for highly selective separations.